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8 ABSTRACT: We performed time- and polarization-resolved
9 pump−probe and two-dimensional infrared (2D-IR) experi-
10 ments to study the dynamics of the amide I vibration of a 7
11 kDa type-III antifreeze protein. In the pump−probe experi-
12 ments, we used femtosecond mid-infrared pulses to investigate
13 the vibrational relaxation dynamics of the amide mode. The
14 transient spectra show the presence of two spectral
15 components that decay with different lifetimes, indicative of
16 the presence of two distinct amide subbands. The 2D-IR
17 experiments reveal the coupling between the two bands in the
18 form of cross-peaks. On the basis of previous work by
19 Demirdöven et al. (J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2004, 126, 7981−7990),
20 we assign the observed bands to the two infrared-active modes α(−) and α(+) found in protein β-sheets. The amplitudes of the
21 cross-peak were found to increase with delay time, indicating that the cross-peaks originate from population transfer between the
22 coupled amide oscillators. The time constant of the energy transfer was found to be 6−7 ps.

1. INTRODUCTION

23 Among the various normal modes of the protein backbone, the
24 amide I band forms a particularly sensitive marker for
25 secondary structural elements. The vibration consists primarily
26 of the displacement of the carbonyl group of the amide moiety
27 with additional contributions from CN-streching and NH-
28 bending.1 The latter contribution is responsible for a slight shift
29 of the amide I resonance frequency upon isotopic exchange
30 from hydrogen to deuterium (denoted as amide I′). Amide
31 oscillators are known to be coupled by electrostatic
32 interactions, leading to the formation of vibrational excitons.2,3

33 Depending on the degree of structural disorder, these excitons
34 can be partially delocalized over several residues of the peptide
35 chain. Hochstrasser and co-workers were the first to investigate
36 the signature of the excitonic states of the amide I′ band with
37 nonlinear infrared spectroscopy.4 They found that vibrational
38 excitations are delocalized between coupled sets of amide
39 oscillators over a length of ∼8 Å.
40 Over the past years, two-dimensional infrared (2D-IR)
41 spectroscopy has become an extremely valuable tool for the
42 study of the amide I vibration of proteins and peptides, owing
43 to its sensitivity to fast dynamics occurring on femto- to
44 picosecond time scales. Most 2D-IR studies have focused on
45 the analysis of line shapes and coupling patterns, and many
46 insightful observations about the structure and the conforma-
47 tional dynamics have been obtained.5−12 In combination with
48 theoretical modeling and residue-specific isotope labeling,
49 mechanistic models and structure−function relationships have

50been devised for systems as complex as the M2 proton
51channel,5,11 membrane-associated peptides,6 and dimers of
52transmembrane helices12 based on 2D-IR spectra. The
53aforementioned studies have mainly been performed for a
54fixed timing of the pulses in the 2D-IR pulse sequence, and
55relatively few studies have focused on the dynamics of the
56amide mode.13−16 In a recent study by Middleton et al., it was
57found that the vibrational lifetime of the amide I′ mode is
58correlated with the degree of structural disorder.13 Hamm and
59co-workers have observed the breaking and re-formation of
60hydrogen bonds between the amide groups of N-methylaceta-
61mide and the hydroxyl groups of methanol.14 The same group
62has also studied the energy-transfer dynamics between the
63amide oscillators of small peptides embedded in different
64environments.15,16

65In this paper, we report on a study of the response of the
66amide I′ vibration of a 67 residue type-III antifreeze protein
67(AFPIII) from ocean pout (Macrozoarces americanus) with
68linear and nonlinear infrared spectroscopy. Antifreeze proteins
69are a class of proteins that are found in the body fluids of
70organisms that need to survive at subzero temperatures and are
71known to act as cryoprotectants by lowering the freezing point
72of aqueous solution with respect to the melting point.17 We
73have applied polarization-resolved infrared pump−probe
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74 experiments using femtosecond pulses to the study of
75 vibrational relaxation dynamics and, in addition, performed
76 delay-dependent 2D-IR experiments using narrow-band ex-
77 citation pulses to obtain insight into the energy-transfer
78 dynamics of the amide I′ band of AFPIII. The results strongly
79 suggest the presence of intramolecular β-sheets in agreement
80 with the X-ray crystal structure, demonstrating the sensitivity of
81 2D-IR for flexible structural elements invisible by commonly
82 employed spectroscopic tools to probe the protein structure in
83 solution such as circular dichroism spectroscopy.18−20

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

84 2.1. Nonlinear Infrared Spectroscopy. We measure the
85 vibrational relaxation dynamics of the amide I′ vibration of 1.4
86 mM solutions of AFPIII dissolved in a D2O buffer (containing
87 150 mM NaCl, 20 mM tris(hydroxymethyl) aminomethane).
88 D2O is used instead of H2O to avoid the absorption of the mid-
89 infrared pulses by the bending mode of H2O. The femtosecond
90 pulses required for this study are generated by a series of
91 nonlinear frequency conversion processes that are pumped with
92 the pulses of a commercial Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier
93 (Coherent Legend Elite Duo). The amplifier system delivers 50
94 fs pulses centered at around 800 nm with a pulse energy of 7
95 mJ. About 4.5 mJ of the amplifier output is used to pump a
96 white-light-seeded optical parametric amplifier (OPA, HE-
97 TOPAS, Light Conversion) based on BBO (β-barium borate),
98 generating signal and idler pulses at wavelengths around 1480
99 and 1852 nm, respectively. The mid-IR pulses are generated by
100 mixing the signal and idler pulses in a type-I difference
101 frequency mixing process (DFG) in a silver thiogallate crystal
102 (AgGaS2, cut-angle Θ = 39°). The resulting mid-IR pulses have
103 a wavelength of 5.9 μm, an energy of 30 μJ, and a spectral width
104 of approximately 300 cm−1. To avoid absorption of the infrared
105 pulses by ambient air, the setup is purged with nitrogen during
106 the experiment. The pulse length at the sample position is
107 determined by two-photon absorption in an InAs wafer and
108 inferred to be ∼100 fs. We use the pulses in a pump−probe
109 experiment. Small portions (∼0.3%) of the mid-IR pulses are
110 split off by means of two wedged CaF2 windows, and the front
111 reflections are used as probe and reference beams. The
112 transmitted light is used as the pump beam. The probe beam
113 is sent over a motorized delay stage to vary the time delay
114 between the pump and probe pulses. The pump, probe, and
115 reference beams are focused into the sample by a gold-coated
116 off-axis parabolic mirror ( f = 75 mm) and recollimated by an
117 identical mirror. The pump and probe foci are spatially
118 overlapped in the sample. The transmitted probe and reference
119 beams are focused onto the entrance slit of an imaging
120 monochromator (Lot-Oriel MSH 302) with an off-axis
121 parabolic mirror ( f = 100 mm) and frequency-dispersed on
122 the two lines of a 2 × 32 mercury−cadmium−telluride (MCT,
123 Infrared Associates) array. The reference beam is used for a
124 pulse-to-pulse correction of the intensity fluctuations. The
125 pump beam is chopped at a frequency of 500 Hz to detect only
126 the pump-induced absorption changes in the probe light as a
127 function of pump−probe delay. A zero-order λ/2 plate is used
128 to set the polarization of the pump beam at 45° relative to that
129 of the probe light. Behind the sample cell, a rotatable wire grid
130 polarizer is placed to select the polarization component of the
131 probe beam parallel or perpendicular to the pump beam. From
132 the parallel (Δα∥) and perpendicular (Δα⊥) components of the
133 transient absorption changes, the isotropic signal is constructed

α ω α ω α ωΔ = Δ + Δ ⊥t t t( , )
1
3

( ( , ) 2 ( , ))iso
134(1)

135The signal constructed in this way is unaffected by
136orientational effects and solely reflects the vibrational
137relaxation. In addition, we also construct the time-dependent
138anisotropy parameter R(ω,t)
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140The anisotropy parameter is proportional to the second-
141order orientational correlation function of the transition dipole
142moment and reflects the kinetics of the depolarization of the
143excitation. Thus, performing the experiment in a polarization-
144resolved manner allows one to measure simultaneously the
145vibrational relaxation kinetics and the decay of the orientational
146correlation of the amide I′ mode. Relaxation of the initially
147excited amide I′ oscillators as well as direct absorption of the
148pump light by the high-frequency shoulder of the D2O band
149centered at 1500 cm−1 leads to the rise of a thermal signal in
150the pump−probe spectra. In order to describe the kinetics of
151this process in a model-free approach, we have measured the
152pump-induced shift of the OD-stretch band using a second,
153independently tunable OPA-DFG stage, generating probe
154pulses in resonance with the shoulder of the OD-stretch
155absorption band of the solvent (∼2200 cm−1). The pump pulse
156remains tuned to the amide I′ vibration. The kinetics obtained
157from this experiment are used to subtract the time-dependent
158thermal signal from the pump−probe data set prior to further
159analysis. In this procedure, we have implicitly assumed that the
160time dependence of thermal effects is identical for all modes in
161the sample.
162In addition, we perform 2D-IR experiments, implemented as
163a spectral hole-burning experiment. Here, we excite a
164subensemble of amide I′ oscillators with a narrow-band
165excitation pulse and follow its spectral evolution with a
166broad-band probing pulse. To generate excitation pulses with
167the desired small bandwidth (10 cm−1), we insert a home-built
168Fabry−Perot etalon, consisting of two parallel, partially
169transparent mirrors (reflectivity R = 90%) in the path of the
170pump beam. The time domain shape of the resulting pulses is
171approximately a single-sided exponential with a 1/e decay time
172of 500 fs. The center frequency of the narrow-band excitation
173pulses can be varied by adjusting the spacing between the two
174mirrors. In practice, this is achieved by placing one of the two
175mirrors on a piezo-driven mirror mount. The spectral profile of
176the excitation pulse is monitored by directing a small fraction of
177the pump light into the spectrometer and imaging it on the
178MCT detector. The signal from the MCT detector is used in an
179automated feedback routine to drive the piezo actuators,
180thereby allowing one to tune the spectrally narrow excitation
181pulse to the desired center frequency and thus to scan the pulse
182over the entire amide I′ absorption band. During all
183experiments, the samples are held between two CaF2 windows
184separated by Teflon spacers with a thickness in the range
185between 25 and 50 μm. The temperature of the sample is set by
186a thermoelectric module and actively stabilized over the course
187of the experiment by a programmable temperature controller
188(PTC 10, Stanford Research Systems), driven by in-house
189designed software. For experiments below 8 °C, the samples are
190rotated during the measurement to ensure that each laser shot
191probes a fresh portion of the sample so as to avoid steady-state
192heating in the focus.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION
f1 193 3.1. Isotropic Transient Spectra. Figure 1 shows the

194 transient absorption changes of the amide I′ band of AFPIII.

195 The spectrally broad excitation pulses used in this experiment
196 have sufficient bandwidth to cover the entire amide I′
197 absorption band. The spectra show a negative response that
198 peaks at 1640 cm−1, originating from the bleaching of the
199 ground state (ν = 0) and stimulated emission from the first
200 excited state (ν = 1) of the amide I′ mode. The positive feature
201 in the transient spectrum observed at frequencies < 1620 cm−1

202 originates from excited-state absorption (ν = 1 → 2). The
203 signal at delay times > 20 ps has a flat and featureless shape
204 (not shown here) and originates from the shift of the solvent
205 background due to heating. The contribution from this signal
206 has been subtracted from the data in Figure 1, as outlined in the
207 Experimental Section. In addition to the thermal signal that
208 originates from the solvent, also a local, transient heating effect
209 may be present in the pump−probe data of Figure 1. We have
210 studied the influence of heating on the amide I′ band by
211 measuring solvent-corrected temperature difference absorption
212 spectra, which are shown in Figure S1 of the Supporting
213 Information. We find that an increase in temperature leads to a
214 blue shift of the amide I′ band, accompanied by a decrease in
215 absorption cross section, which in the transient absorption
216 spectrum would lead to a bleach in the frequency region from
217 1620 to 1660 cm−1 and a weak induced absorption in the
218 region > 1660 cm−1.
219 It is worth noting the difference in spectral shapes between
220 the linear absorption spectrum of AFPIII shown in the inset of
221 Figure 1 and the nonlinear pump−probe spectrum. In the
222 FTIR spectrum, the amide I′ band appears as a nearly Gaussian-
223 shaped absorption line without shoulders or side lobes. The
224 slight asymmetry might in fact be caused by imperfect
225 subtraction of the solvent background. In contrast, the

226bleaching signal of the transient spectra in Figure 1 exhibits a
227clear additional shoulder at around 1670 cm−1, which is thus
228not observed in the linear spectrum. The difference in intensity
229distribution can be understood from the dependence of the
230signal amplitude on the absorption cross section, which is linear
231in the case of the FTIR spectrum but scales quadratically with
232the absorption cross section in the pump−probe spectrum. In
233 f2Figure 2, we plot the isotropic transient absorption changes

234obtained from the broad-band excitation experiments at four
235different detection frequencies. To avoid any unwanted
236contributions arising from coherent coupling between pump
237and probe pulses during the time overlap of the pulses21,22 or
238perturbed free induction decay effects,23,24 we analyze the
239population relaxation only after a pump−probe delay of 300 fs.
240The data have been normalized to the maximum signal to
241facilitate a comparison of the dynamics. The population decay
242of the amide I′ vibration has a pronounced frequency
243dependence, which points to the presence of more than one
244subensemble of amide oscillators within the absorption band.
245We find the decay to slow down with increasing frequency,
246which is consistent with the observation of a blue shift of the
247transient spectrum in Figure 1 with increasing delay time.
248We describe the data set Δα(ω,t) with a model that contains
249two excited states decaying with different lifetimes to a
250common ground state. The spectral signature of the excited
251states that we extract from the fit are depicted in the inset of
252Figure 2. We find the lower-frequency component of the
253spectrum to decay with a lifetime of T1

a of 1.09 ps, whereas the
254high-frequency component exhibits a longer lifetime T1

b of 3.21
255ps. The details of the fitting procedure are described in section
2563.3.
257More detailed information on the structural origin of the two
258components can be obtained from a 2D-IR spectroscopic
259experiment, in which the coupling between different sets of

Figure 1. 1D pump−probe data of AFPIII obtained under broad-band
excitation. The sample thickness used in the experiment was 50 μm.
The open circles represent the data points after subtraction of the
time-dependent rise of the thermal signal. The solid lines represent a
fit to the model outlined in the text. The inset shows the linear
absorption spectrum of the sample after subtraction of the solvent
background.

Figure 2. Transient absorption change obtained under broad-band
excitation conditions at different detection frequencies. The data have
been normalized to the signal at 300 fs. Open circles represent the data
points obtained after subtraction of the thermal signal, as described in
the text. The solid lines represent the fit to the kinetic model outlined
in the text, and the inset shows the spectral signatures of the excited
states obtained with the fit.
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260 amide modes reveals itself in the form of cross-peaks. As
261 outlined in the Experimental Section, we have implemented
262 2D-IR spectroscopy in the form of a hole-burning experiment,
263 in which we make use of tunable, spectrally narrow excitation
264 pulses in combination with broad-band probing pulses.4,15,25,26

f3 265 In Figure 3, we show 2D-IR spectra obtained at delays of 1
266 (Figure 3a) and 2 ps (Figure 3b) measured with a probe pulse
267 with a polarization perpendicular to that of the pump. The
268 negative bleaching/stimulated emission signal shows a
269 pronounced elongation along the diagonal in both spectra.
270 This correlation between excitation and probing frequency
271 reflects inhomogeneous broadening, which is static on the time
272 scales shown here (1−2 ps). In addition, we observe a ridge in
273 the negative signal above the diagonal at ωprobe = 1670 cm−1,
274 which becomes more pronounced with increasing delay time
275 (Figure 3b).

276To visualize the time evolution of the spectrum, we plot in
277Figure 3c and d cuts through the 2D spectrum at excitation
278frequencies of ωpump = 1630 cm−1 and ωpump = 1670 cm−1 at
279delay times ranging from 0.6 to 4 ps, normalized to the
280minimum of the bleaching signal. The thermal level has been
281subtracted in the same way as described above for the
282experiments under broad-band excitation. Upon excitation of
283the amide oscillators at either position, a delayed rise of a
284bleaching signal is seen in the off-diagonal region, pointing to
285the presence of rising cross-peaks in these regions of the 2D
286spectrum. The inset in Figure 3c shows the delay traces at
287ωprobe = 1630 cm−1 (diagonal signal) and ωprobe = 1670 cm−1

288(off-diagonal signal). The plot clearly shows that the off-
289diagonal signal peaks at a later delay time than the diagonal
290signal and that both signals decay with different lifetimes. The
291signal at ωprobe = 1670 cm−1 must therefore constitute a cross-
292peak that results from the exchange of population with the

Figure 3. 2D-IR spectra of the amide I′ region of AFPIII, obtained at a delay time of (a) 1 and (b) 2 ps measured with perpendicular polarization of
the pump and probe pulses. The spectra have been generated from a series of narrow-band excitation experiments with 12 different pump positions.
Negative absorption signals are depicted as blue, and positive absorption signals are in red. The contours are equally spaced between +70 and −70%
of the maximum bleaching signal. (c,d) Cuts through the isotropic part of the 2D-IR spectrum for excitation frequencies ωpump = 1630 cm−1 (c) and
ωpump = 1670 cm−1 (d), normalized to the minimum of the bleaching signal. The inset in (c) shows the delay traces of the diagonal peak (ωprobe =
1630 cm−1) and the off-diagonal signal (ωprobe = 1670 cm−1) for ωpump = 1630 cm−1. The off-diagonal signal is magnified by a factor of 9 for clarity.
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293 directly excited amide oscillators. The fact that the ingrowing
294 signal in the region > 1660 cm−1 corresponds to a negative
295 absorption change (bleaching signal) excludes the possibility
296 that this contribution would originate from a heating effect on
297 the amide I′ mode as (local) heating would cause a positive
298 signal (induced absorption) in this frequency range (see Figure
299 S1 of the Supporting Information). In Figure 3d, the grow-in of
300 a bleaching signal in the region ωprobe = 1630−1660 cm−1

301 following excitation at 1670 cm−1 is observed. This bleaching is
302 partially compensated for by the positive-valued-induced 1 → 2
303 absorption. The rise of this off-diagonal bleaching signal results
304 from population transfer from the directly excited high-
305 frequency mode at 1670 cm−1 to amide oscillators at lower
306 frequencies.
307 Recently, a systematic study of the 2D-IR spectroscopic
308 signatures of different structural elements of proteins and
309 peptides has been performed by the Tokmakoff group.8 In this
310 study, it was shown that the two infrared-active vibrational
311 modes associated with antiparallel β-sheet elements, denoted as
312 α(+) and α(−), are strongly coupled and give rise to a distinct
313 cross-peak in the 2D-IR spectrum. On the basis of this work, we
314 assign the two components that we observe at ω ≈ 1630 and
315 1670 cm−1 in the 2D-IR spectra of AFPIII to the α(−) and
316 α(+) modes of the β-sheets, respectively. The α(+) and α(−)
317 are collective modes that consist primarily of the in-phase
318 movement of amide I′ oscillators on adjacent strands, leading to
319 a delocalized mode with a transition dipole moment
320 perpendicular to the direction of the β-strands (α(−)) and
321 the in-phase movement of neighboring oscillators within one
322 strand (α(+)), forming a mode with a transition dipole
323 moment approximately parallel to the strands. The character of
324 these modes is illustrated in Figure 8b.
325 3.2. Kinetic Modeling of the Exchange. With the
326 findings in the previous paragraph in mind, we return to the
327 kinetic analysis of the broad-band pump−probe data. To
328 account for the energy transfer within the amide I′ absorption
329 band that was observed in the 2D-IR spectra, we employ a

f4 330 kinetic model that is outlined schematically in Figure 4 to fit the
331 isotropic pump−probe data set Δαiso(ω,t). We assume that the
332 data set can be described by the product of the time-dependent
333 populations Ni(t) of the states involved in the relaxation
334 scheme and their associated spectral signatures σi

α ω σ σ σΔ = · + · + ·t N t N t N t( , ) ( ) ( ) ( )iso A A B B 0 0 335(3)

336The subscripts A, B, and 0 denote the two excited states
337included in the model of Figure 4 and the ground state,
338respectively. It should be noted that the spectra σi represent
339difference spectra with the absorption spectrum of the ground
340state. At later delay times, the transient spectrum will be formed
341by a thermal difference spectrum representing the change in
342absorption of the ground state induced by the thermalization of
343the vibrational excitation. However, this contribution is already
344eliminated by the subtraction of the rising thermal difference
345spectrum from the data set, as outlined in the Experimental
346Section. From a least-squares fit, we find a rate of energy
347transfer from the higher-lying state to the lower-energy state of
348kB→A = (7.1 ± 0.2 ps)−1 and rates of relaxation to the ground
349state of kA = 1/T1

A = (1.09 + 0.01 ps)−1 and kA = 1/T1
B = (3.21

350 f5± 0.07 ps)−1. Figure 5 shows the temperature dependence of

351the rate constants obtained from the least-squares fit, ranging
352from 2 to 20 °C. We find that the exchange rate kB→A as well as
353the vibrational relaxation rates kA and kB are essentially
354temperature-independent over the investigated range. The
355associated spectral signatures of the excited states σA and σB
356that we extract from the fit are depicted in the inset of Figure 2.
357We employ the rate constants outlined above to perform a
358model calculation of the time evolution of the 2D-IR spectrum.
359 f6The results of these calculations are presented in Figure 6 for
360two different excitation frequencies of ωpump = 1630 cm−1 and
361ωpump = 1670 cm−1. The calculated spectra are to be compared
362with the experimental data in Figure 3c and d. The calculations
363are based on fitting the isotropic transient spectra at earliest
364delay times (τ = 0.6 ps) obtained for ωpump = 1630 cm−1 and
365ωpump = 1670 cm−1 with a sum of Lorentzians and subsequently
366calculating the time evolution of these two components with
367the kinetic model and the rate constants outlined in the
368previous paragraphs. The peak positions and the line widths of
369the Lorentzians are presented in Table S1 of the Supporting
370Information. The spectra obtained for ωpump = 1630 cm−1 are in
371excellent agreement with the transient spectra in Figure 3c. The

Figure 4. Rate model employed to fit the isotropic pump−probe data
set Δαiso(ω,t). The rates of population transfer between the two
excited states are constrained by the detailed balance condition kA→B/
kB→A = e−ΔE/kT. A detailed description of the rate equations can be
found in the Appendix.

Figure 5. Rate constants obtained from a fit of the isotropic data set
Δαiso(ω,t) to the model of Figure 4 for different sample temperatures
between 2 and 20 °C. Both the vibrational relaxation rates 1/T1

A and
1/T1

B of the two amide I′ subbands as well as the exchange rate kB→A
show only minor variation with temperature.
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372 delayed rise of the bleaching signal in the range of ωprobe =
373 1640−1680 cm−1 as well as the small blue shift of the induced
374 absorption signal with increasing delay time are well
375 reproduced. It should be noted that also the initial increase
376 and subsequent decay of the induced absorption signal with a
377 maximum at intermediate delay times (τ = 2.5 ps, yellow curves
378 in Figures 3c and 6a) is well reproduced by our model. The
379 agreement of the calculations for ωpump = 1670 cm−1 in Figure
380 6b with the experimental data of Figure 3d is less good;
381 however, the main features and trends of the time-dependent
382 transient spectra can be reproduced. The transient red shift of
383 the induced absorption and the rise of the bleaching signal in
384 the region of ωprobe = 1640−1665 cm−1 is accounted for by the
385 calculations, albeit that the latter feature is less pronounced in
386 the calculations than that in the experimental data. The overall
387 less good agreement of the model calculations with the
388 experimental data for ωpump = 1670 cm−1 than those for ωpump
389 = 1630 cm−1 might be due to the presence of additional
390 spectral equilibration after narrow-band excitation at 1670
391 cm−1, which is not included in the present model. The narrower
392 width of the bleaching signal immediately after excitation at

3931670 cm−1 (τ = 0.6 ps in Figure 3d) when compared to the
394initial bleach after excitation at 1630 cm−1 (τ = 0.6 ps in Figure
3953c) suggests that a slow spectral diffusion process affects the
396time evolution of the transient spectra stronger in the case of
397excitation of the α(+) band at 1670 cm−1, for which a narrow
398spectral hole of ∼10 cm−1 burned, than that in the case of
399pumping at 1630 cm−1, where the initial bleach has a width of
400approximately 20 cm−1.
4013.3. Anisotropy Dynamics of the Pump−Probe
402Experiments. The spectral signatures can be used together
403with the polarization-resolved data sets Δα∥(ω,t) and Δα⊥(ω,t)
404to construct the time-dependent anisotropy decays for both
405individual bands, as outlined in detail in the Appendix.
406The anisotropy curves obtained in this way are shown in
407 f7Figure 7. We find that the anisotropy curve of the high-
408frequency band RB(t) exhibits a large drop within the first 500
409fs, leading to an almost complete decay. In contrast, the
410anisotropy of the low-frequency band, RA(t), shows a much
411slower decay on a time-scale of several picoseconds. We find
412that the decay of RA(t) can be well described by a single
413exponential with a decay rate of 1/τ = (5.5 ps)−1.

Figure 6. Calculated delay time dependence of cuts through the 2D-IR spectrum for excitation frequencies of ωpump = (A) 1630 and (B) 1670 cm−1.
The results are directly to be compared with the experimental data in Figure 3c,d.

Figure 7. (A) Anisotropy decays obtained from a decomposition of the polarization-resolved broad-band pump−probe data sets Δα∥(ω,t) and
Δα⊥(ω,t). (B) Anisotropy decays of the diagonal signal of the 2D-IR spectrum for narrow-band excitation ωpump = 1630 and 1670 cm−1. The solid
lines are exponential fits to the data.
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414 In Figure 7b, we show the anisotropy decays of the diagonal
415 signals of the 2D spectrum. Interestingly, neither of the
416 anisotropy curves in Figure 7b shows a similar rapid decay as
417 observed for the RB(t) curve in Figure 7a. Instead, both curves
418 decay on a time scale comparable to RA(t) in Figure 7a. The
419 different dynamics of the anisotropy decays in broad-band
420 pump−probe experiments compared to 2D-IR experiments has
421 its origin in the exchange of population between the two modes
422 considered in our model. In the 2D-IR experiment, the
423 spectrally selective excitation pulse creates population in only
424 one of the excited states. The excited-state population can
425 either decay to the ground state (T1 relaxation) or transfer
426 population to the other mode (cross-relaxation). Both
427 processes lead to a decay of the isotropic pump−probe signal
428 of the initially excited mode, that is, of the diagonal signal in the
429 isotropic 2D spectrum, while at the same time leaving the
430 anisotropy of the signal unaffected. The anisotropy of each
431 probed amide I′ vibration can only decay due to molecular
432 reorientation or if another excited vibration with a different
433 orientation, that is, the other amide I′ mode, changes its
434 character (frequency) to that of the probed vibration.
435 The situation outlined above for the narrow-band excitation
436 2D-IR experiments contrasts the situation encountered in the
437 pump−probe experiments with broad-band excitation pulses.
438 The spectrally broad pump pulse generates excited-state
439 population in both modes, with the ratio of population in the
440 ν = 1 states being determined by the cross sections of the two
441 modes. The excitation of both modes enables the exchange of
442 population between the two excited, differently oriented amide
443 I′ modes, thereby opening up an efficient loss channel for the
444 anisotropy. Considering that the cross section of the lower-
445 frequency band σA is higher than that of σB, mode A will be
446 more strongly excited than mode B. As a result, the exchange
447 will have a much stronger effect on the anisotropy of mode B
448 than that on the anisotropy of mode A, thus likely causing the
449 observed fast decay in the anisotropy curve RB shown in Figure
450 7a.

4. DISCUSSION

451 The splitting of the amide I′ band and the accompanying
452 formation of cross-peaks in the 2D-IR spectrum are highly
453 characteristic for antiparallel β-sheets.8,27 Structurally disor-

454dered segments do not feature this distinctive line shape
455behavior. Therefore, the two amide I′ modes as observed in our
456experiment appear to be dominated by β-sheet character, thus
457supporting an assignment to α(−) and α(+) modes. The
458prevalence of β-sheet character in the amide I′ response is in
459agreement with the crystal structure of AFPIII that has been
460 f8determined by Anston et al.19 and is shown in Figure 8A.
461Nevertheless, in view of the structure of AFPIII proteins, it is
462likely that one or even both of the spectral components
463obtained in the analysis (inset of Figure 2) contains a
464contribution from random coil elements of the protein.18−20

465It should be noted that in case the amide oscillators in random
466coil or α-helical segments exhibit vibrational lifetimes very
467similar to either the α(−) or α(+) mode, an unambiguous
468distinction solely based on a kinetic analysis is not possible. The
469high-frequency band (blue curve) shown in the inset of Figure
4702 has a non-negligible amplitude at around 1650 cm−1, which
471likely originates from the amide I′ vibrations of random coil/
472helical elements that show a similar lifetime as the α(+) mode.
473In a simulation study of the 11-residue β-hairpin peptide
474trpzip2, Jansen and Knoester found population transfer
475between the α(−) and α(+) modes of β-sheets,28 but in this
476study, the transfer rate was found to be approximately a factor
477of 10 larger than that in the present study. The value of (7.1
478ps)−1 that we find for the exchange rate of AFPIII is in good
479agreement with the cross-relaxation rates of (5.26 ps)−1

480measured by Woutersen et al. for trialanine.15 In this latter
481study, the energy-transfer dynamics were found to be
482completely determined by a subpicosecond component in the
483correlation function of the fluctuating coupling between the
484amide oscillators. It is thus conceivable that the cross-relaxation
485between the α(−) and α(+) modes in AFPIII results from fast
486conformational fluctuations of the β-sheets of the protein. We
487measured the temperature dependence of the exchange rate
488over an interval from 2 to 20 °C and found the exchange rate to
489vary only within the experimental uncertainty. This observation
490implies that the protein backbone remains relatively flexible
491over the investigated temperature range, even at temperatures
492approaching the freezing point of the solvent. This notion of
493highly flexible β-sheets is supported by the absence of
494detectable secondary structure in circular dichroism spectros-
495copy, while the X-ray diffraction structure of flash-frozen

Figure 8. (A) Crystal structure of type-III AFP determined by Antson et al.19 (pdb code 1HG7). The strands of the β-sheets are represented in red,
random coil elements are in blue, and helices are in yellow. (B) Schematic representation of the infrared-active collective vibrations of antiparallel β-
sheets according to ref 8. Red arrows indicate the direction of the transition dipole moment of the amide I′ mode of the individual peptide moieties
1−4. Both the α(−) and α(+) modes correspond to the out-of-phase stretching movement of the (1,4) and (2,3) pairs of amide oscillators on
adjacent β-strands. The α(+) mode is associated with the in-phase movement of neighboring oscillators (pairs (1,3) and (2,4), respectively), whereas
the α(−) mode corresponds to the out-of-phase movement of these oscillators.
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496 crystals with strongly suppressed dynamics reveals two β-sheets,
497 a β-bridge, and two 310 helices

18−20

498 In the case of broad-band pumping, the anisotropy of α(+)
499 shows a very fast decay that we can explain from the energy
500 transfer between the α(−) and α(+) modes. Similar subpico-
501 second decays of the anisotropy have been observed before in
502 infrared pump−probe experiments on the peptides apamin,
503 scyllatoxin, and bovine pancreatic inhibitor.4 In line with our
504 interpretation, these fast decays have been assigned to energy
505 transfer within the amide I′ vibrational manifold.4 In the case of
506 narrow-band excitation, the anisotropy dynamics of both the
507 α(−) and the α(+) mode are quite slow because the transfer
508 between these modes will negligibly contribute to the
509 anisotropy decay. In the experiments of Figure 7b, only either
510 of the two modes gets excited, and to get an effect of energy
511 transfer on the anisotropy, the energy should not only be
512 transferred to the unexcited mode but also back to the excited
513 mode, which makes this contribution rather unimportant. The
514 observed slow decay of the anisotropy can be ascribed to either
515 molecular reorientation or to energy transfer between different
516 modes α(−) or between different modes α(+). The first option
517 can be ruled out in the present case considering the size of the
518 protein and the relatively fixed orientation of the amide moiety
519 in the peptide chain. The second option of energy transfer
520 between different modes α(−)/α(+) implies that there is a
521 coupling between the modes leading to an excitonic manifold
522 of delocalized α(−) states and an excitonic manifold of
523 delocalized α(+) states. When either of the bands is excited, a
524 set of excitonic states is populated that initially interferes
525 constructively to an excited state for which the transition dipole
526 moment is well aligned with the polarization of the pump pulse.
527 The subsequent quantum interference and dephasing of the
528 excitonic states will lead to a change of the orientation of the
529 transition dipole moment and thus to a decay of the anisotropy.
530 This type of quantum interference and dephasing has been
531 discussed in ref 4 for the amide I modes of several other
532 peptides and also for the case of coupled electronic states in ref
533 29. The interpretation of the anisotropy decay of Figure 7b in
534 terms of dephasing of an excitonic manifold of α(−)/α(+)
535 states is further corroborated by inspection of the width of the
536 spectral hole that is burned into the amide I′ absorption band
537 upon excitation with a narrow-band pump pulse. A fit of a
538 Lorentzian line shape function to the spectral hole obtained
539 upon excitation of the α(+) mode at 1670 cm−1 in Figure 3d
540 yields a full width at half-maximum (fwhm) of approximately 12
541 cm−1. This value is comparable to the bandwidth of the
542 excitation pulse (Δνfwhm ≈ 10 cm−1), which implies that the
543 dephasing time of the α(+) states must occur on a time scale
544 that is significantly longer than the duration of the excitation
545 pulses. Previous work showed that the dephasing of excitonic
546 amide I modes typically takes place with a time constant of T2
547 ≈ 1 ps,4,6,30 thus making it indeed plausible that excitonic
548 dephasing can lead to a decay of the anisotropy on a time scale
549 of picoseconds, as observed in Figure 7b.

5. CONCLUSION
550 We have shown that the vibrational relaxation of the amide I′
551 band of a type-III antifreeze protein shows a pronounced
552 frequency dependence, originating from the presence of two
553 distinct amide I′ bands with lifetimes of 1.09 ± 0.01 and 3.21 ±
554 0.02 ps. From a two-dimensional spectroscopic experiment, it
555 was found that the two bands are coupled and exchange
556 population with a rate of kB→A = (7.1 ± 0.2 ps)−1. On the basis

557of this observation, we have assigned the observed components
558to the α(−) and α(+) modes of β-sheets. The influence of
559population exchange between the modes was found to have a
560large impact on the anisotropy dynamics obtained under broad-
561band excitation conditions, whereas the anisotropy dynamics of
562narrow-band pump experiments are rather insensitive to this
563aspect. The population exchange is likely enabled by the fast,
564(sub-)picosecond conformational fluctuations of the β-sheets.
565The exchange rate constant shows little variation over a
566temperature interval from 2 to 20 °C. This finding indicates
567that the protein backbone is flexible, even at temperatures near
568the freezing point (3.8 °C, D2O). This notion is corroborated
569by the absence of detectable secondary structure in circular
570dichroism spectroscopy, while the X-ray diffraction structure of
571flash-frozen crystals with strongly suppressed dynamics reveals
572two β-sheets, a β-bridge, and two 310 helices.

573■ APPENDIX
574The rate equations for the population of the three states
575included in the model depicted in Figure 4 can be written in
576matrix form
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578The rate equations are solved by finding the eigenvalues of
579the rate matrix in eq A1 with a given set of initial values Ni(t =
5800). In a subsequent step, the solutions to the rate equations
581NA(t), NB(t) are used to obtain associated spectral signatures
582σA(ω), σB(ω) from a least-squares solution of the following set
583of equations for every frequency point ωj
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585Here, we have set σ0 = 0 because of the subtraction of the
586thermal signal. The two steps are repeated in a minimization
587routine of the target function
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589until the best match of the model with the experimental data
590points Δαi,iso(ω,t), weighted with the experimental uncertain-
591ties ϵi,iso(ω,t), is found. The rates of vibrational relaxation to the
592ground state kA = 1/T1a and kB = 1/T1b and the rate of
593population transfer kA→B = 1/TA→B are treated as free
594parameters in this routine. The rate of energy transfer in the
595reversed direction is constrained to obey the detailed balance
596condition kA→B/kB→A = e−ΔE/kT, where k, T, and ΔE denote
597Boltzman’s constant, the sample temperature in Kelvin, and the
598energy gap between the two coupled amide modes of ∼35
599cm−1.
600To construct the anisotropy decays associated with the two
601bands included in the model, we write the transient absorption
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602 changes obtained under parallel polarization of pump and
603 probe pulses in the following way

α ω σ ω σ ωΔ = · + ·t N t N t( , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )A, A B, B604 (A3)

605 Analogously, the transient absorption changes obtained for
606 perpendicularly polarized light pulses can be written as

α ω σ ω σ ωΔ = · + ·⊥ ⊥ ⊥t N t N t( , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )A, A B, B607 (A4)

608 Because σA and σB have been obtained from the fit of the
609 isotropic data set Δαiso, we are able to use them in a least-
610 squares decomposition of Δα∥ and Δα⊥ to obtain Ni,∥ and Ni,⊥.
611 We use these quantities to construct the anisotropy decay Ri(t)
612 for both bands individually
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